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Kiryandongo Commandant  

 

Stefan: If you could spell your last name? How do 
you spell that? 

Robert: B-A-R-I-A-M-W-E-S-I-G-A 

Stefan: Ok good, so I’m with the camp commandant 
Robert here, at the Kiryandongo settlement camp in 
the Kiryandongo District, Uganda. You’ve been here 
for 3 years sir, serving to help build a community 
here for the refugees fleeing South Sudan. How 
many people have resettled in to this camp?  

Robert: We’ve settled so far, 51,878 people, but we 
are still receiving more. That number changes every 
other day, cause by day we receive over 70 refugees 
from South Sudan, so the number keeps changing.  

Stefan: Since December 2015, not that long ago, 
there seems to be an increase in the number of 
people coming from South Sudan, across into 
Uganda, seeking refuge. How has that impacted the 
work you’re doing here? 

Robert: Of course, number 1, our resources, yes 
because the ever increasing population means you 
need more water need more health services, more 
classrooms, need more ahh… aid … services, you 
need everything so it has affected all the services we 
give. So the service that should be for 1 person will 
go to 3 people. That means it will not be enough as 
per the required standards. 

Stefan: You’ve mentioned that Feed The Hungry’s 
involvement came at a very critical time, especially 
for the children to receive those daily meals, and it 
changed the way they were able to attend school 
and just have a little more security and safety, How 
did you first feel when you heard from Pastor 
Solomon that we were going to start getting 
involved in providing daily meals for the children? 

Robert: Took me some minutes to believe it was 
true in the first place because it was a very big 

challenge, we tried to put some space and recruit 
teachers to put children in school but because of 
hunger they would leave school at lunch time and 
they don’t go back. So it was a big challenge. You’d 
find schools congested in the morning and by the 
afternoon they are empty. So when Feed The Hungry 
came on board, it was a very big relief and that was 
the best news I had. And first day, second day- 1 
month, we found children very crowded in the 
afternoon and they say “wow this was a very good 
intervention”. So it was a time intervention and it 
helped to shape our education system. 

Stefan: Tell us a little about the population here at 
Kiryandongo, how many people have resettled and 
the makeup of who has come, men, women, and 
children? 

Robert: Yeah, as I said, our biggest population are 
women and children – 85% women and children in 
Uganda, and 62% are only children. These are 
children from 0 years to 17 years. These children are, 
in that age that they need education, youth related 
services, child protection services, and so on and so 
forth.  

Stefan: Mmm-hmm 

Robert: So that composition shapes our 
intervention, so we need to put more efforts into 
child friendly services- then we put to other services 
that affect the rest of the population.  

Stefan: Yeah, over all since Feed The Hungry’s been 
involved, what do you think is the impact that it’s 
had on the lives of these children, knowing that 
every day they can have at least something good to 
eat. 

Robert: Yeah, as I said earlier, these children never 
used to stay in school. Now they can stay in school, 
they concentrate, they study, and education 
transforms this child, their whole human being 
actually. In effect, me I see it as a very good 
program, because if a child is educated, if a child is 
qualified, then this child can live a much better life. 
Of course also awareness alone is very important 
and so forth. And changing their attitude that to me 
is UNCLEAR…  In children who have been in the 
bush, can be changed when children are in trust, 
they are mentored on how to live peacefully, so it’s a 
very good, peacebuilding component. So I’m happy 
that FTH came on board, to assist us to keep children 
in school. And in that, we no longer have those inter-



tribal wars between children and children, because 
they are busy in school. 

Stefan: It’s helping in peace building effort because 
they learn that they can co-exist and get along with 
one another.  

Robert: That’s true, that’s true. Yeah they are now 
getting more tolerant to each other, they 
understand now that they are not the problem, the 

problem are those individuals who want to use them 
for their own selfish interests.  

Stefan: Thank you very much sir. 

Robert: Thank you too. 

 

  



Refugee Reception Camp – Sachi 

 

Stefan: Ok. And how did you get here? Did you 
walk? 

Sachi: We were brought by the war here (??? 
UNSURE) 

Stefan: Ok you were brought here 

Sachi: Yes, mother brought us 

Stefan: Ok, so your mother – do you have brothers 
or sisters? 

Sachi: Yes 

Stefan: Are they here too? 

Sachi: Yes 

Stefan: How many brothers and sisters do you have? 

Sachi: I have 3 Sisters and 2 brothers 

Stefan: And you all came together? 

Sachi: Yes we all came together 

Stefan: Ok, six – have you received your home yet? 
Your land? 

Sachi: UNCLEAR… They told us tomorrow 

Stefan: Ok so what are you doing today? 

Sachi: We came to see if our names are printed 
there in their notes – but there is not  

Stefan: Not yet 

Sachi: They told us tomorrow 

Stefan: Tomorrow. And your mother is here though 
in Kiryandongo? 

Sachi: She is here 

Stefan: OK – Have you gone to school yet? 

Sachi: We went 

Stefan: Ok, which school Chandrom? 

Sachi: Yeah Chandrom Primary School 

Stefan: And what grade are you in? P2? P3? 

Sachi: P7 

Stefan: You’re in P7?! 

Sachi: Yes 

Stefan: So how old are you? 

Sachi: I’m 15 

Stefan: Ooookay, My daughter is 15 years old too. 
And she’s in ahh, she still has 2 more years to go in 
school. So very good, are you a good student? You 
speak English very well. 

Have you had any meals at Chandrom? Do they feed 
you at Chandrom? 

Sachi: Yes they feed us 

Stefan: The rice?  

Sachi: Yes 

Stefan: How is that? Is that ok? 

Sachi: Yes it’s ok. Everybody eats until he or she is 
tired. 

Stefan: Everybody eats until he or she is tired. So 
they’ve had enough to eat. 

Sachi: Yes 

Stefan: Everyday 

Sachi: Everyday  

Stefan: Wonderful – what’s your first name again? 

Sachi: Sachi 

Stefan: Sachi 

Lamar: You have kids all around you this would be 
perfect 

Stefan: 50,000 child.. How do we start it off? 



Lamar: Ummm 

Stefan: I got it… 

Lamar: You sure you got it? 

Stefan: Yeah, yeah… 

Lamar: Ok, go ahead 

Stefan: For the next three months we are hoping 
that you’d join us in 90 days of promise. I’m in the 
Kiryandongo resettlement camp. This is Sachi here, 
she’s 15 years old, her and her 5 sisters and brother, 
and mother came from Juba, Sudan. That’s about 
400 miles away, and they’ve made their way out of 
the hardship, out of the conflict, out of the violence 
to find safety and security here in Northern Uganda. 
Sachi was just telling me that she goes to Chandrom 
Primary School, and I asked her: “Do you like the 
food that you get there?” And she said “Yeah!” She 
said the best thing is we get to eat until we are tired, 
every day. In other words they’re getting enough to 
eat each and every day. There are over 51,000 
people at this camp, and they are coming in at the 
rate of about 100 a day and over this next 90 days of 
promise, we’re hoping you’ll join us to provide food 
and a future, to provide a full life through these daily 
meals and education, and encountering the Word of 
God for over 50,000 new children in 2016. Will you 
do that? Can you help us?  

Lamar: GIVES INSTRUCTIONS 

Stefan: Take a look behind me, I’m surrounded by 
children from South Sudan who have come to 
Northern Uganda to find safety, they fled violence, 
they’ve experienced some terrible and traumatic 
things. We have 90 days of promise that we’re 
asking you to join us on, to bring food and a future – 
a full life to 50,000 more children in 2015 
(INCORRECT) Children just like these that are 
surrounding me, without your help, they can’t get 
that daily meal and without that daily meal they 
can’t go to school, and they can’t begin to 
experience a full life again.  

Stefan: That’s why you’re here today? 

Sachi: UNCLEAR 

Stefan: To add us on your card? What’s the card do? 

Sachi: They told us come tomorrow 

Stefan: Ok so why do you have to register on the 
card though? What does the card say? That you’re 
her daughter? 

Sachi: Yes 

Stefan: Oh ok. So do you have a home here yet? Or 
do you live still in the reception centre? 

Sachi: No we are living with my mother’s sister 

Stefan: You’re with your mother’s sister – so your 
sister is here 

Sachi’s mum: Yes 

Stefan: She came before you did? 

Sachi: Yes 

Stefan: And you’re all from Juba? 

Sachi: Yes she was the first one 

Stefan: How long did it take you to get here? How 
many days? 

Sachi: I don’t know to days, this January we came  

Stefan: You came in January? 

Sachi’s mother speaks in their language 

Stefan: What’s that? 

Sachi: She said that we came from Juba during the 
time of the war 

Stefan: Oh, before the comprehensive peace 
agreement? Before 2005? 

Sachi: Yes then we went she cross to Kampala to get 
her, but when she was registered in Kampala there is 
no help which they give to her, now she stays in the 
camp cause they give her help (UNSURE) 

Stefan: Here? 

Sachi: Yeah 

Stefan: In 1999 

Sachi: She came in this year but in 1999 she went to 
Kampala  

Stefan: Oh ok ok, and when did you go back to South 
Sudan? 2005? 



Sachi: She went back during the time of the war and 
came back here 

Stefan: Came back here, since 2013, since December 
2013 

Sachi: Yeah, when we came here… She wants to add 
us on her card because we were at school… 
UNCLEAR 

Stefan: Oh, I see, ok, I understand now. 

Sachi: But they told us let us come back tomorrow  

Stefan: Thank you Sachi, is this your sister too? 

Sachi: Yes 

Stefan: And this girl here?  

Sachi: Yeah 

Stefan: So 1,2,3 and then 4, ok and 5 – Here can we 
take a picture – it’s 1-2-3-4-5, Wow. Wow. 

1999 to Kampala, again registered as a refugee, but 
data wasn’t there much for her, so she was here 
until 2005, when the peace agreement was signed, 
then they went back, and then when fighting broke 
out again in 2013, ahh they just came.. you just 
came in January now, this year?  

Sachi: Yeah 

Stefan: Ok. So you’ve been in Juba since after the 
trouble started again. Ok. Yeah 

Lamar: How many days did it take you to get here? 

Sachi Mum: Sorry? 

Stefan: How long did it take you to get from Juba 
here? Several days? Or were you in a vehicle? 

Sachi mum: Truck 

Stefan: You were in a truck, and her sister lives in 
the camp as well. 

 

 

 

  



Reception Refugee Camp – Sarah - I Believe In Jesus 

 

Child singing a Hymn:  

Stefan: Thank you 

Lamar: Why is that your favourite song? 

Sarah: Because he so good  Jesus Christ he 
performed miracles he raised the good work  he 
raised the dead ,healed the  sick does good works as 
his name be praised 

Stefan: Amen 

Stefan: What is your name? 

Child: My name is Sarah 

Stefan: Sarah? 

Child: Yes Sarah 

Lamar: Sarah where are you from? 

Sarah: What is the question?   Country? 

Lamar: from Sudan right? 

Sarah: Yeah 

Stefan: What part of Sudan?  

Sarah: Yeah 

Stefan: Where in Sudan are you from? 

Sarah: Nimule 

Stefan: Nimule 

Sarah: Yeah 

Stefan: Ok I know where that is. It’s up North. Right? 

Sarah: Yeah 

Stefan: Up in the mountains 

Sarah: mmm… 

Stefan: No? Mountains there? 

Sarah: I think so 

Stefan: And when did you arrive here in  
Kiryandongo 

Sarah: on 15th February 2016 

Stefan: 15th February? 

Sarah: yeah 

Stefan: So you have been here a month in the 
reception centre? 

Sarah: Yeah 

Stefan: Oh do you know when you may be moving to 
a plot 

Sarah: No I don’t know 

Stefan: Are you here with family? 

Sarah: Yeah  

Stefan: Who? 

Sarah: My mum and my 3 siblings 

Stefan: ok 

Stefan: How old are you? 

Sarah: fourteen  

Stefan: ah you’re tall!  And your three siblings? 

Sarah: one eleven another one eight and another 
one is   five 

Stefan: ok alright do you know when they maybe 
moving to where you can have your own home, soon 
do you know? 

Sarah: No 

Lamar: How long did it take you to get here to the 
camp? 

Sarah: Me? 



Stefan: your family how long did it take you to get 
here from Nimule? 

Sarah: Ah three weeks 

Stefan: three weeks 

Lamar: And why did you leave Nimule? 

Sarah: cause there was no money 

Stefan: Let me ask you this, obviously you love Jesus 

Sarah: Yeah I really do 

Stefan: You really do, ah, what are some of your 
prayers? What are you praying?  

Sarah: my praying for my family happiness 

Stefan: For your Family’s happiness 

Sarah: yeah 

Stefan: ok wanna go back to Nimule someday? 

Sarah: mm I don’t think so 

Stefan: No, so you will live here in Uganda .Ok 

Lamar: what do you want to be when you grow up? 
Your fourteen now, what are your dreams? 

Stefan: What do you want to do when you grow up? 

Sarah: to become a doctor 

Stefan: A medical doctor? 

Sarah: yeah 

Stefan: Why?  

Sarah: cause I want to, to treat people 

Stefan: like you were just saying that Jesus raising 
the dead, healing the sick yeah? 

Sarah: Yeah very good 

Stefan: yeah ok what school do you go to here, have 
you started school yet? 

Sarah: not yet 

Stefan: ok and you must be in primary? 

Sarah: 6  

Stefan: 6 ok 

Sarah: yeah 

Stefan: right very good, were you a good student? 

Sarah: yeah 

Stefan: what were your grades like? 

Sarah: second  

Stefan: Second very good, very good, excellent  

Lamar: How many languages do you speak? 

Sarah: Language three 

Lamar: Three languages 

Sarah: yeah 

Stefan: English 

Sarah: English Uganda and this one, Arab 

Stefan: Arabic? Oh yeah, yeah lot of Arabic in Sudan  

Lamar: Can you give me your, spell your name 
again? 

Stefan: Sarah 

Sarah: Sarah Aneno  

Stefan: Aneno 

Lamar: Aneno how do you spell that? 

Stefan: And you are fourteen wow, you’re a mature 
lady, young lady, you want to become a medical 
doctor, alright yeah, can I pray for you? 

Sarah: yeah 

Stefan: Yeah? Give me your hand we will pray yah 
we believe that the lord will give you some good 
things right ,he is a miracle  working  God  yes, 
Father we thank you for Sarah and her family and 
Lord that you bless them in this place regardless of 
the conditions ,regardless of their challenges we 
know that with God that all things are possible to 
whom that believes and Sarah believes lord and she 
desires to be a doctor and to bring healing  and to 
bring restoration to people, according to your word I 
pray you grant her the desires of her heart may she 
delight in  you lord, protect her, protect her family, 
preserve them keep them and prosper them and 



lord we thank you for the  good things and a full life 
that you are going to give to Sarah even through 
these conditions even in this place in Jesus name 
Amen 

Sarah and Lamar: Amen 

Stefan: Amen, do you have a bible Sarah? 

Sarah: yeah 

Stefan: Would you like a bible?  

Sarah: yeah 

Stefan: Do you have one? Did you say yes? 

Sarah:  ah no  

Stefan: mmm 

Sarah: for my mum 

Stefan: For your mum, 

Sarah: yeah 

Stefan: Does your mum read English? 

Sarah: Yes 

Stefan: You read English?  Yeah sure you do, you just 
sang it yeah 

Lamar: (laughed) 

In Closing 

Stefan: Just had the privilege of meeting Sarah she is 
fourteen years old travelled over three weeks to get 
from Nimule in South Sudan to the safety of the 
Kiryandongo camp with her mother and how many?  

Sarah: 3 Siblings 

Stefan: three siblings and its powerful to see that we 
came upon her she was singing her favourite Psalm 
her favourite Hymn from a hymn book she happen 
to carry “I believe in Christ” and we believe in Christ 
with you that  the lord is going to bless you honour 
you and give you  the desires of your heart Sarah for 
you and your family ,that’s why it’s important for 
other Christians  to  be aware of what’s going on 
here in south Sudan so that we can reach out to our 
brothers and sisters in Christ to provide them  food 
in a time of need. 

Sarah is yet to start school because she has been in 
this holding centre for almost five weeks now before 
they move her to a place where they can build their 
own home out of some tarp line  and some poles 
sticks and twigs. 

Are you looking forward to getting back to school? 

Sarah: Mmm 

Stefan: you sound like you are a very bright student 
and you enjoy learning so we want to say thank you 
to our friends who help us provide these meals for 
children just like Sarah and to put them on the 
pathway to a full life and a bright future . 

  







 

  



Chalou Simon  - Kiryandongo Refugee Camp 

 

Stefan: Your name? 

Chalou: Chalou Simon 

Stefan: Can you spell your name for me? 

Chalou: C-H-A-L-O-U 

Stefan: And your last name, Simon? 

Chalou: S-I-M-O-N 

Stefan: And how old are you Chalou and what class 
are you in? 

Chalou: I am 14 and I’m in Primary 7 

Stefan: And where did you come from? 

Chalou: I come from South Sudan from Lake State 

Stefan: From where? 

Lamar: Lake State? 

Chalou: Yeah 

Stefan: How long did it take for you to come from to 
Uganda from Lake State? 

Chalou: It took me 3 weeks 

Stefan: Who did you travel with? 

Chalou: I travelled with my mother and 6 brothers 

Stefan: 6 brothers. Are you the oldest brother? 

Chalou: No 

Stefan: Ok. So you travelled for 6 days with your  
mother and 6 bothers – what was that journey like? 

Chalou: That journey was very dangerous because a 
lot of people were being killed. The more we passed 
the bush, the more we heard gun shots. So we must 
run back and hide. 

Stefan: So when you heard the gun shots, what did 
you do? 

Chalou: We went to hide. We hide. 

Stefan: When you travelled, did you travel on foot 
most of the time? Walking through the bush? 

Chalou: Yeah we used foot for walking in the bush. 

Stefan: So during that journey, what did you eat to 
stay alive and to feed yourself? 

Chalou: We were eating fruits, cause the bush that 
we passed had trees with fruits. So there was no 
food to be cooked there.  

Stefan: So you’d find food along the way, eat fruit. 

Chalou: Mmm 

Stefan: Ok, what kind of fruits? 

Chalou: Like mangoes  

Stefan: Just mangoes? 

Chalou: Mmm 

Stefan: Just mangoes? 

Chalou: Ahh (yes) 

Stefan: Is that all you ate for the whole journey? 6 
weeks? 

Chalou: Yeah that is what we ate 

Stefan: Wow. What did you feel like when you were 
on this journey? What was going through your heart 
and your mind? What was it feeling like when you 
were going and you hear gun shots – or you have to 
travel through the bush? 

Chalou: I did not think that I would survive, but I 
thank God that I am here in Uganda. 

Stefan: You didn’t think you would survive? 

Chalou: Yeah 



Stefan: How did it feel when you finally made it to 
Kiryandongo camp? When you came to Reception 
Centre – What was that like? 

Chalou: I was happy. 

Stefan: Why? 

Chalou: Because we have left the rebels behind, if 
we would’ve remained they could’ve killed us.  

Stefan: What did you think would happen in the 
camp? There’d be safety, security? 

Chalou: Yeah there is safety and security here. 

Stefan: Tell us a bit about coming to school every 
day – Why do you come to school every day? 

Chalou: I come to school here to learn so that I can 
become an important person in the future. 

Stefan: With the lunch meal, how important is it that 
there is a lunch meal at the school? 

Chalou: The lunch meal is good, I even realised that 
the more I eat the food, the more it boosts your 
brain and you pass in the class. 

Stefan: What happens if the meal wasn’t here – 
What would happen to you or the other children? 

Chalou: Others would have been failing, others 
would have gone home and other would just stay at 
home, not coming to school.  

Stefan: Do you think coming to school is gonna help 
you in your life in the future?  

Chalou: Yes  

Stefan: Why? 

Chalou: Because I come to school here to learn, so if 
I go to school here and I finish my University level, 
and I become as if I am a President, I will build 
schools for my fellow people who are there, who are 
illiterate, because most of us are illiterate.  

Stefan: Are you and your family Christian? 

Chalou: Yeah 

Stefan: So were you praying on your way, on the 
journey?  

Chalou: Yeah I was praying. 

Stefan: What were you praying? How were you 
praying? 

Chalou: I was praying to survive. 

Stefan: God answered your prayer. 

Chalou: Hmm? 

Stefan: God answered your prayer? 

Chalou: Yeah 

Stefan: What are you praying for today, these days?  

Chalou: These days I am praying for that love could 
come in, that love could not be difficult. That the 
war can end. 

Stefan: Can you look into the camera and say – 
“Thank you for a full life!”? 

Chalou: Thank you for a full life! 











 

  



Grace Ayen 

 

Stefan: What’s your name? 

Grace: Grace Ayen 

Stefan: Can you spell that for me? 

Grace: My last name? 

Stefan: Yes 

Grace: A-Y-E-N 

Stefan: And your first name is Grace? 

Grace: The first name is Grace – the last is Ayen. 

Stefan: Grace Ayen, ok. How old are you Grace and 
what class are you in? 

Grace: I’m 14 and I’m going in year 7 

Stefan: And where are you coming from? 

Grace: Coming from Sudan 

Stefan: Where? 

Grace: Malakal 

Stefan: Malakal 

Grace: Yeah 

Stefan: Who did you come to Uganda with, who 
travelled with you? 

Grace: I travelled with my mother and my father. 

Stefan: Your mother and your father?  

Grace: Yeah 

Stefan: Any brothers or sisters? 

Grace: Yeah, they are there 

Stefan: How many? Where? 

Grace: We are 9. 

Stefan: Nine. 

Grace: Yeah. 5 girls and 4 boys. 

Stefan: Ok so there are 9 children and your mother 
and father, 11. 

Grace: Yeah 

Stefan: You all came to Uganda together? 

Grace: Yeah 

Stefan: How long did it take you to get to 
Kiryandongo from Malakal? How many days did it 
take you to get from Malakal to here? 

Grace: It took like one month 

Stefan: One month? 

Grace: Yeah 

Stefan: Why so long? 

Grace: If we come as if we are coming to Uganda, we 
passing bushes and then we find other rebels there 
and then we go back. Then if we organise to come 
back they will make you come and go again and 
there’s no way of passing the road. 

Stefan: So it took one month because you were 
encountering rebels on the journey? 

Grace: Yeah 

Stefan: What was that like when you saw them? 

Grace: When we reached somehow a place, they 
would say that “Don’t go in this place here” that 
some people are there that should go back.  

Stefan: Did you or your family ever see the rebels or 
come face to face with any of the rebels? 

Grace: No 



Stefan: So it took one month and you travelled on 
foot or bus or what? 

Grace: We come with a bus, but then the bus got 
spoilt then we use the one for the bush 

Stefan: So the bus broke and you started walking in 
the bush? 

Grace: Yeah 

Stefan: Did you walk during the day or during the 
night? 

Grace: The day, and then we got another bus. 

Stefan: And where did you sleep? 

Grace: We did not sleep on that day 

Stefan: No no, on the journey for the month, where 
did you sleep? 

Grace: We used to sleep in some left houses in the 
bush 

Stefan: Abandoned houses, empty houses that other 
people had left?  

Grace: Yeah  

Stefan: Wow. Ahh, what’s your favourite subject? 

Grace: Science 

Stefan: Why? 

Grace: I want to be a doctor. 

Stefan: A lot of doctors, you have a lot of people 
who wanna be doctors here. Why is it that you 
wanna be a doctor? 

Grace: I want to be a doctor because our people 
they are being killed and there are no doctors there. 
There are no doctors who have knowledge and they 
are not well educated. Someone may give a person 
an expired drug. That’s why I want to be a doctor; 
because I am now educated I can inject people with 
medicine that can heal that. 

Stefan: Tell us a bit about the meal here; do you like 
the food that’s served every day?  

Grace: Yeah 

Stefan: How does that help you? 

Grace: Some of us can say that, that food can give us 
knowledge, can give us brightness, it can keep us 
stay at school without going far places like a person 
may come to the town there and there’s no food 
here, the person walk up the there, and the person 
come back and “we are not attending the lessons 
again.” That’s’ why the food is important to us, it 
keep us at school. 

Stefan: What would happen to you if there was no 
lunch here every day? What would you do?  

Grace: Some of us may dodge the classes or lessons 
if the food is not there. Some of us may not stay 
hungry, a person might say that “Me I’m not coming 
to school because I’m hungry and there’s no food at 
school.” 

Stefan: Do you know who provides the food? 

Grace: Yeah 

Stefan: Who provides the food? Tell me provides the 
food. 

Grace: Feed The Hungry 

Stefan: And what about Jesus, do you know Jesus, 
are you a Christian? 

Grace: Yeah 

Stefan: You go to church here in camp? 

Grace: Yeah 

Stefan: Ok. Can you look in the camera and say 
“Thank you for giving me a full life”? 

Grace: Thank you for giving me a full life. 

  



Grace Ayen – Home Visit (Grace’s Mum) 

 

Stefan: Let your mum know, that we work with FTH 
that provides the food at school every day. 

Grace: (Speaks to her mum) 

Stefan: So I want to ask – How helpful is it for you 
and your 9 brothers and sisters to be fed at school 
every day? 

GM: It can help her because now we can go and get 
educated at school. Then as a family of 11 people, 
they’ll give you 2 sacks, and when there’s a meal at 
school you’ll be eating at school there and it will 
save the people here, and when you come back you 
eat less supper, and then in the school there you be 
eating only a meal for you, there no wasted your 
food at home yet. You come and eat and you go and 
eat at school there you will not even finish the food. 
That can help her because we already skipped day of 
school  Some of our sisters can come back home and 
if there is no food, some of them will not go to 
school and that is the beginning of dodging lessons. 

Stefan: And the sacks of food you receive from WFP 
– does it last the through whole month? 

GM: The food cannot even feed people – like only 2 
weeks or 1 week, the food is over. Then you will not 
have a neighbour to go and beg to then you will 
come and give after food when they are receiving 
food, now she’s saying that now it is a good that you 
have done you give children food at school and then 
that now will keep our food that they have given us 
at home here. 

Stefan: So the food they give at school now helps at 
home 

Grace: Yes, will keep us there at school. 

Stefan: It lasts longer. 

Grace: They will use it for waiting ?...UNCLEAR… 

Grace: Now she is saying that those 2 sacks there, 
you can’t sell one, you can’t buy money there…. 
UNCLEAR… And there is no medicine even you can’t 
sell it with that 1 sack of yours. You can’t buy the 
medicine. When the shell has no soap for washing 
the school uniform, you can’t, you can’t buy soap. 
When time for soap is not come ???  

Ben: Is there something in the idea that there’s 10 
children, that they’re all at school, so they’re getting 
the majority of their food at school, that’s the 
majority of the family, is there something in that to 
say? 

Lamar: She’s said it. 

Stefan: What are your daily chores? What do you do 
every day? So the first thing you do in the morning - 
you get up, what do you do? 

Grace: In the morning, before going to school? 

Stefan: You pray? 

Grace: Yeah 

Stefan: The first thing you do is? What do you do? 
Say, tell me what you do. Tell me: I pray! 

Grace: Yeah 

Stefan: So what happens after you pray? 

Grace: After I pray I prepare to go to school 

Stefan: Ok, do you have any chores before you go to 
school? 

Grace: Shoes? 

Stefan: Chores, chores… work around the house 

Grace: Yeah 

Stefan: What do you do? 

Grace: Wash plates 

Stefan: In the morning? 

Grace: Yeah, go to fetch water 

Stefan: So you go and fetch water and you wash 
plates 

Grace: Yeah 



Stefan: Do you know what time you wake up in the 
morning? 

Grace: Yeah  

Stefan: What time? 

Grace: At 5 

Stefan: 5 am? Ok and what time does school start? 

Grace: At 7 

Stefan: At 7, ok. And so you get up, you pray, get 
dressed and prepare yourself, you wash your plates 
and then you go to school. Then when you get home 
do you have any jobs at the house, and work at the 
house? 

Grace: Yeah  

Stefan: What do you do after school? 

Grace: Like we have, the grass is too big here, now 
you can take a slasher you can work. The season for 
growing is coming – you can dig in the garden so 
that you remove that grass there. 

Stefan: So you have to clear the ground to plant, so 
you clear the grass, then you hoe the soil and you 
plant. 

Grace: Yeah 

Stefan: What are you planting? 

Grace: Maize 

Stefan: Just maize? 

Grace: Yeah 

Stefan: Ok and when you’re done planting maize, 
what do you do? Do you help cook the meal at 
home? Or your mother does the cooking and you do 
the eating? What do you do? 

Grace: If we are not there, she can cook for us, and 
when we are there we can cook for ourselves.  

Stefan: Ok so you cook and have dinner, what time 
do you take dinner? Is it dark or is it not dark? 

Grace: When it’s not too dark 

Stefan: When it’s not too dark, alright, and then 
what do you do? Wash up and go to sleep? 

Grace: You spend a small time for revising 

Stefan: That’s your homework? Your school work? 
Revising your school work? 

Grace: Yeah 

Stefan: So you do some homework and then go 
sleep? 

Grace: Mmm 

Stefan: Ok. What time do you go sleep at night? 
Roughly what time? Do you know? When it’s dark 
(giggles) 

Grace: Giggles 

Grace’s mother interrupts and speaks in her 
language – 

Grace: What my mum is saying is, that the problem 
that is challenging us is that we have children that 
are going on to senior 1, senior 2, senior 3, senior 4, 
senior 5 and then if there is no money, you stay with 
a child like that, there is no job that you are going to 
get here, so that you can take the child at school. 
And if that one is coming, and it’s time for food, if 
you can say that I’m going to sell all, nothing you will 
eat at home, and if you don’t sell you’ll still suffer 
with a child like that.  

Grace’s mother interrupts and speaks in her 
language – 

Grace: Last time we come here, the war was there 
and then some of the relatives, even their brothers 
their sisters, left their children. When they are 
orphans they’re being killed there. There is no one 
who is going to support you, they left for you and no 
one will supporting you, to take their children and 
provide their basic needs no one is helping me, but 
now she’s saying that, me now I have those kind of 
people there but no one is supporting me, and I have 
no help to help myself to provide them with what 
they need. And some of them now, they don’t have 
mothers, they don’t go to school, they don’t eat 
enough food, they always complain.  

Stefan: So these are children that are not your 
brothers and sisters? Does your mother take care of 
them? 

Grace: Mmm 

Stefan: Really!?  



Grace: Yeah 

Stefan: How many? 

Grace: (talking with her mother) there are 8 

Stefan: Do they live with you? Or they live 
somewhere else? 

Grace: They live here with us 

Stefan: Where’s your house? Here? 

Grace: No, there 

Stefan: There, and there are 8 – so 17 people live 
there, wow. 

Grace’s mother interrupts and speaks in her 
language – 

Grace: And the children for my uncle, the brother of 
my father, they are there and they are staying with 
us there. 

Grace’s aunty interrupts and speaks in her language 
– 

Grace: This one is the wife of my uncle, and she’s the 
one took care of them and then she came here. 

Grace’s Aunt: From Khartoum 

Stefan: Khartoum?! You’re from Khartoum? 

Grace’s Aunt: Yeah 

Stefan: Whistles 

All laugh 

Stefan: So you went from Khartoum to live down in 
South Sudan after 2011, after their independence?  

Aunt: Mmm 

Stefan: Prays for family 

Grace (photos) 



 

 

  



Joseph Laku 

 

 

Stefan: Ok Joseph Laku, spell your last name for me. 

Joseph: L-A-K-U 

Stefan: L-A-K-U, so Joseph Laku, and where are you 
from Joseph? 

Joseph: I am from Central Equatoria State 

Stefan: Central Equatoria? 

Joseph: State 

Stefan: So Joseph ah, when you came to Uganda did 
you travel by yourself or were you with others? 

Joseph: No I travel with my brother and some 
relative of mine, 2 sisters and 1 brother 

Stefan: 2 sisters and 1 brother, so you came with 
your 2 sisters and 1 brother? 

Joseph: Yes 

Stefan: And what about your mother and father? 

Joseph: My father? My father, ever since las year, 
since 2014 until now, we did not meet. We are split 
cause of the war, up til now we did not meet.  

Stefan: So since the war you were separated? 

Joseph: Yes 

Stefan: Ok 

Joseph: And now we don’t meet 

Stefan: You still haven’t met 

Joseph: Yes 

Stephan: And mother? 

Joseph: All of them 

Stefan: Your mother and father. So you are here just 
with your brothers and sisters 

Joseph: Yes 

Stefan: What relative are you with? You said you 
were with a relative. 

Joseph: Sorry? 

Stefan: You said you came with a relative? 

Joseph: Yes 

Stefan: Who? 

Joseph: I came with my brother, the big brother and 
2 sisters and a young brother. 

Lamar: They got no parents  

Stefan: Yeah, well they’re split up – So how old are 
you and what grade are you in?  

Joseph: I’m 16 years old and I’m in primary 6 

Stefan: Year 6, ok – and you came with your older 
brother – how old is your older brother? 

Joseph: The older brother of mine is 19 years old. 

Stefan: 19 ok. And what was that journey like to get 
from Central Equatoria to Uganda? How long did it 
take and what was it like? 

Joseph: We took only 1 day to reach Uganda, 1 day. 

Stefan: How did you get here? 

Joseph: We first ran to the bush on foot, after that 
we came along the highway then we got a bus then 
we… came here. 

Stefan: Ok. So tell us a little bit about your 
experience at school – What do you like? What’s 
your favourite class? Things like that. 

Joseph: Here in school I can see everything is going 
well because I am implementing partners they help 
us here when we can they….. UNCLEAR… And also 
you have provided us food here, and the learning is 
going on. 



Stefan: And what is your favourite class and why? 

Joseph: Hmm? 

Stefan: What is your favourite class? Studies? Social 
studies, mathematics? Language? Subject? 

Joseph: For me I like integrated science 

Stefan: Integrated science? 

Joseph: Yes 

Stefan: Why? 

Joseph: Because I want to become a doctor. Because 
when I become a doctor there are many people in 
the world who are being some diseases that are not 
even being able to be cured. Then I also want to 
operate them.  

Stefan: Tell me a little bit about the meal you receive 
here every day; are you happy to have that?  

Joseph: Yes we are… UNCLEAR… 

Stefan: What would happen if the food was not here 
at school every day? 

Joseph: If the food is not there, we cannot even 
manage to pay attention to the teachers in the class. 
Because there is also a proverb that says “The more 
he gets hungry, the more he pays less attention to 
the teacher.” And it is true. When you do not eat 
anything since this morning after sunset, you find 
out when the teacher says explaining there, you are 
just there… UNCLEAR… But since you have bought 
the food, we are ok. 

Stefan: Would you be able to eat every day if you 
weren’t in school? In other words, is this meal, one 
of the main meals you eat every day?  

Joseph: Yes 

Stefan: What would you do if you didn’t have the 
meal at school every day? 

Joseph: We always, if the meal is not there, we 
always come to school, we learn, and struggle till 
sunset and go and eat at home. 

Stefan: What do you have at home for meals? 

Joseph: We have beans, maize which the U.N… 
UNCLEAR .. Always distribute once 

Stefan: Is there enough food that comes from the 
UN – Is it sufficient for a whole month? 

Joseph: The food is not enough for us because some 
families they have a large number of members, so 
the food which they get is not big enough.  

Stefan: How many meals a day do you normally eat? 
You and your family, your brothers and sisters.  

Joseph: Here in Uganda? 

Stefan: Mmm 

Joseph: We always eat that bean only, beans and… 

Stefan: 2 times a day? 3 times a day? How many 
times a day? 

Joseph: We eat 3 times 

Stefan: Ok. The amount you get at lunch time, the 
size – how does that compare with what you eat at 
home? Do you get the same quantity at home? The 
bowl? 

Joseph: Here it’s good. It’s the same with that one at 
home. 

Stefan: Ok. Why is it important to go to school? 

Joseph: Children? 

Stefan: Yes 

Joseph: They go to school to that they can learn 
good manners, so that after that they can become 
good leaders in future.  

Stefan: Do you know who provides the food here at 
the school? 

Joseph: Yes I know it.  

Stefan: Who is it? 

Joseph: That is Feed The Hungry 

Stefan: What about faith? Do you, are you a 
Christian?  

Joseph: Yes I am a Christian 

Stefan: When did you become a Christian and meet 
Jesus Christ? 



Joseph: I become a Christian since even when I was 
young, since my parents they were taking me to 
church, I started also moving to the church.  

Stefan: How old were you then, do you recall? How 
old were you when you became a Christian? 

Joseph: I never knew, maybe I having 5 years there 

 

. 

  



Nabir Abraham 

 

Stefan: How old are you and what class are you in? 

Nabir: I’m 16 years old and I’m in P4 

Stefan: P4 

Nabir: Primary 4 

Stefan: Where have you come from? 

Nabir: I come from South Sudan 

Stefan: What part? 

Nabir: Jonglei State 

Stefan: Jonglei State, ok and did you come with your 
family? 

Nabir: Yeah I came with my aunty. 

Stefan: With your aunty, ok just you and your aunty? 

Nabir: No I have a brother and sister there 

Stefan: And you all came together? 

Nabir: Yeah, but my parents are not, I’m an orphan. 

Stefan: Sorry? 

Nabir: I’m an orphan 

Stefan: You’re an orphan? 

Nabir: Yeah 

Stefan: So what happened to your mother and 
father? 

Nabir: They already died 

Stefan: How? 

Nabir: My mother died in 2011 …????… in South 
Sudan.???And they killed my mother and my father 
died in this war. 

Stefan: Sorry to hear that… So now you live with 
your aunt? And your brother and sister?  

Nabir: Yeah 

Stefan: One brother, one sister? How many? 

Nabir: We are 4 brothers and one sister and the 
aunty 

Stefan: And your aunty is taking care of you? 

Nabir: Yeah 

Stefan: Did she travel with you? 

Nabir: Yeah 

Stefan: Ok so she led you away? You travelled with 
her from South Sudan to come to Uganda? 

Nabir: Yes 

Stefan: Ok and what was that journey like? What 
kind of a journey was it? To get from Jonglei State to 
here? 

Nabir: My travel was difficult soy??? We spend a lot 
of days in the bush running… We don’t know we are 
supposed to be here, we are supposed to die there. 
Now God help us to come, God helped us to bring us 
here, now I thank God for help.  

Stefan: How long did it take you to get from Jonglei 
to here? How long were you travelling? How many 
days? 

Nabir: 2 weeks in the bush 

Stefan: How did you survive, what did you eat in the 
bush? 

Nabir: My aunty had small beans  

Stefan: On the way? 

Nabir: Mmm 

Stefan: So now you’re in P4, what do you like most 
about attending school? 

Nabir: What I like… Study 

Stefan: What’s your favourite subjects? 



Nabir: Social studies 

Stefan: Good. What are your ambitions when you 
grow up and become a big strong man, what do you 
hope to do? 

Nabir: I want to be a doctor 

Stefan: Medical doctor? 

Nabir: Yeah 

Stefan: Why? 

Nabir: Because when I become a doctor I will help 
people here who have a special problem, like sick 
people, yeah 

Stefan: Tell me a bit about the food you receive at 
lunch time at school, is it helpful? 

Nabir: Yeah it is helpful 

Stefan: Why is that? 

Nabir: Because you can keep us in school so that we 
can learn in our school, you know some people 
weren’t coming to school because of no food, but 
now you have provided for us food, now we are 
eating it in our school and we are staying well. Now 
we can learn in lesson well. 

Stefan: Would you be able to eat every day if you 
weren’t coming to school? 

Nabir: Yeah 

Stefan: So you’d be able to have meals at home 
every day? 

Nabir: No, only school 

Stefan: So you said no, so why would you not be 
able to eat every day if you didn’t come to school? 

Nabir: Oh you say when I stay at home? 

Stefan: Yeah, when you stay at home, is there 
enough food at home every day? 

Nabir: Yeah we have enough food 

Stefan: Ok, and what do you eat at home? 

Nabir: Like beans…soy gum ??UNCLEAR… And we’re 
farmers 

Stefan: You’re farmers? What are you growing? 

Nabir: Maize and also beans 

Stefan: Do you know where the food supply comes 
from here at the school every day? 

Nabir: Yeah 

Stefan: Who provides it? 

Nabir: From FTH people 

Stefan: What would happen if FTH were not able to 
provide the school, what do you think the school 
would be like if there were no lunches served here? 

Nabir: When there is no food, people stop coming 
because there is no food. Usually they would go 
home to eat and come late to school. 

Stefan: Do you know Jesus Christ? 

Nabir: Yeah 

Stefan: When did that happen and how did that 
happen? Where did you meet him? 

Nabir: Since I was young man 

Stefan: Since you were a young man, in Jonglei 

Nabir: Mmm 

Stefan: You came with your aunty, your brothers 
and sisters, does she have her own children too? 

Nabir: Yes 

Stefan: How many? 

Nabir: Only 1 

Nabir (photos) 



 

 

 

  



Nyadier  

 

 

Stefan: Nadia Presina 

Nyadier: N-Y-A-D-I-E-R 

Stefan: (repeats spelling) – How old are you Nyadier 
and what class are you in? 

Nyadier: I’m 17 years and I’m in P7  

Stefan: Did you take your standard tests? Did you 
take your PSE?  

*Someone says something in the background* 

Stefan: Oh you’re going though it now. And where 
have you come from Nyadier? 

Nyadier: From South Sudan 

Stefan: What part of South Sudan?  

Nyadier: From Jonglei State 

Stefan: Jonglei State, very good, why did you leave 
South Sudan? 

Nyadier: I leave South Sudan and I come to Uganda 
because of war, that’s why I came here 

Stefan: Who did you travel with? 

Nyadier: With my mother, with my family. 

Lamar: Was the war in your community? In your 
village? 

Stefan: Was there conflict in your village in Jonglei 
State? 

Nyadier: War? Yeah it was in Jonglei State 

Stefan: So you came with your mother? Anyone 
else? 

Nyadier: My sisters and brothers  

Stefan: How many sisters and brothers? 

Nyadier: Me I have 7 sisters and 1 brother 

Stefan: You have 7 sisters and 1 brother – what 
about your father? 

Nyadier: My father is there 

Stefan: He’s there? 

Nyadier: He’s in Sudan 

Stefan: He’s in Sudan, ok. What was the journey like 
to get from your home to this camp? How long did it 
take and share what you did to get here  

Nyadier: it took 2 weeks 

Stefan: and how did you get here? 

Nyadier: Hmm? 

Stefan: How did you get here? Did you walk? Did 
you take car? Did you… 

Nyadier: First foot, we were better on foot, walking 
into the bush, and then lastly we travelled by vehicle 
here to Uganda here. 

Stefan: How long were you in the bush on foot? 

Nyadier: it was 5 days 

Stefan: 5 days in the bush, and why did you travel 
through the bush rather than on the road? 

Nyadier: Because of war, many people were running 
in the bush and we run with them – lastly we 
travelled here to Uganda. 

Stefan: Tell us a little about your day – what do you 
do in the morning, between when you get up in the 
morning and go to bed at night. 

Nyadier: I am here at school to study 

Stefan: What’s your favourite subject? 

Nyadier: Science 

Stefan: Why? 



Nyadier: Because I want to be a nurse after my 
studies 

Stefan: Tell me what you think about the meals at 
the school 

Nyadier: This meal of ours is ok. It’s ok, after the line 
we go there and we eat there, then we come and 
attend the lesson when we are active 

Stefan: And what do you normally eat at home?  

Nyadier:At home? UNCLEAR… We eat beans 

Stefan: Are there times… 

Nyadier: Yeah it is all the time 

Stefan: Are there times during a month when there 
is no food at home? Or do you always have food at 
home? 

Nyadier: Always have food, because we receive that 
food from UN 

Stefan: Does the food you receive from the UN last 
long? 

Nyadier: No it is not enough because we have a 
large number in our family. 

Stefan: How many in your family? 

Nyadier: all of us, 11  

Stefan: 11? 

Nyadier: Yes 

Stefan: Ok. Why is it important for you to go to 
school?  

Nyadier: It is important for me to come to school 
because after my studies if I become a nurse I can 
help many people in our community. 

Stefan: Tell me a little about your day? So you wake 
up in the morning, what do you do? 

Nyadier: I wake up in the morning and then I sweep 
the compound?... UNCLEAR then I dress and I come 
to school 

Stefan: And then what happens when you come 
home from school? What do you do before you go 
to bed? 

Nyadier: Before I go to bed, I go there and I first help 
my mother who …UNCLEAR… 

 

  



Karanja Samuel 

 

Stefan: Right are you ready Karanja? 

Karanja: Yes  

Stefan: Can you spell your first name ? 

Karanja: First name? 

Stefan: mm… 

Karanja: K A R A N J A   

Stefan: and last name 

Karanja: S A M U E L 

Stefan: Alright and how old are you and what class 
are you in? 

Karanja: I am fourteen years, primary 7 

Stefan: What is your favourite subject? 

Karanja: Mathematics 

Stefan: Alright, well why Mathematics? 

Karanja: I want to be bank manager 

Stefan: A bank manager, good choice, we have too 
many doctors here we need some bank managers, 
very good. Where did you come  from before you 
came to Uganda? 

Karanja: I came from Kenya 

Stefan: ok what part of Kenya? What part where? 

Karanja: Musea?? 

Stefan: musea?? In Kenya so how long have you 
been living here? 

Karanja: Have been here for seven years 

 

Stefan: seven years, ok, tell me a little about your 
day when you wake up Karanja till the time you go 
to sleep, tell me what you do every day. 

Karanja: I Wake up help my parents domestic work, I 
come to school, I go back and I fetch water, and I 
revise and I sleep! 

(All laugh) 

Stefan: What about homework? When do you do 
your school work at home? 

Karanja: Homework I will do when I finish domestic 
work 

Stefan: oh so when you finish your domestic work 
you do homework, very good 

Karanja: yes 

Stefan: What are your grades in mathematics? 

Karanja: uh 

Stefan: What are your grades in mathematics, do 
you have good grades? 

Karanja: My score in mathematics I get figures 250 

Stefan: Tell me about the meal here every day at the 
school; is it important for there to be a lunch at 
school every day? 

Karanja: Yes 

Stefan: Why? 

Karanja: Because if you not eat you will not attend 
class, if you are hungry when the teacher is teaching 



you will not be attentive and decide to go home 
instead of school. 

Stefan: Very good, so the meal keeps you in school, 
keeps the children in school. 

Karanja: yes  

Stefan: keeps them coming back? Very good very 
good, can you look here into the camera and say, 
Thank you for a full life. 

Karanja: Thank you for a full life!! 

  



Michael Kuot (NEW) 

 

 

Stefan: Ok Michael can you spell your last name 

Michael: K U O T 

Stefan: How old are you and what class are you in? 

Michael: 16 years old I’m going into P7 

Stefan: And where have you come from? 

Michael: I’ve come from Sudan 

Stefan: What part of Sudan? 

Michael: Eh? 

Stefan: Where in Sudan. 

Michael: I was in Jonglei State 

Stefan: Does your family live here with you,  

Michael: Yeah I live with my mother 

Stefan: Do you have any brothers or sisters? 

Michael: Yes 

Stefan: Tell me a little about your family 

Michael: We are 7 and a mother 8 

Stefan: ok so your mother, then you has 5 brothers 
and sisters 

Michael: No 6 brother 1 sister 

Stefan: so there are 8 ok, and when did you come 
here to Kiryandongo 

Michael: For me I come to Kiryandongo on 16 March 
2014 

Stefan: Did you all travel together you and your 
whole family? 

Michael: yeah 

Stefan: so you all came together? 

Michael: We came together but our father he 
remains there 

Stefan: ok so you separated from your father 

Michael: Yeah 

Stefan: And what was it like in Jonglei - what caused 
you to come down with your mother and brothers 
and sister? 

Michael: What caused us to come my brothers my 
sister my mother was because the war was breaking 
out and we ran away. 

Stefan: you ran away, how long did it take you to 
come here? To travel, how long was it to travel? 

Michael: we travel like 3 days to come here 

Stefan: ok what was it like travelling, did you go by 
vehicle did you go by foot? 

Michael: For us we travelled on foot by the time 
came to Uganda then for us we used the bus, a 
vehicle. 

Lamar: when you travelled by foot were on the main 
roads or in the fields? 

Michael: for us we used the bush because if we used 
the main roads they may give us we may be shot, 
now we use the bush 



Lamar: how many days were you in the bush? 

Michael: In the bush we spend like 1 week. 

Stefan: In the bush? 

Michael: yeah 

Stefan: you spent a week in the bush  

Michael: Yeah 

Stefan: before travelling in the car? 

Michael: Yeah before travelling to the camp 

Stefan: ok tell us a little about the school here, what 
you like about coming to the school. 

Michael: What I like about coming to school? If I 
come to here to school I learn more thev later on I 
become like if I become the president I will save our 
people from that war which has happened in South 
Sudan 

Stefan: That’s a big dream! 

Michael: MMmm 

Stefan: Now what about the meal at school, if there 
was no food at school would you come every day? 

Michael: Yeah the food is good that we are eating 
here, yeah if there is no food some people would not 
come not come but hard to come 

Stefan: so I f there was no food some children would 
not come to school? 

Michael: yeah.. 

Stefan: Why is that? 

Michael: It is because if they come to school they 
are hungry they will not be attentive, that why they 
don’t come they will be at home to eat there 

Stefan: So tell me what you think about the meal 
everyday 

Michael: about the meal eh, the meal is good the 
only problem we are many at the school better 
provide more, the cooks are not enough of them, 
and food can delay. 

Stefan: Mm food can delay 

Stefan: Is the meal here the largest meal you have 
everyday? Ohh do you eat when you go home as 
well? 

Michael: We eat during night time so we are 
attendant to the lesson 

Stefan: What do you eat when you are at home? 

Michael: we eat this food that is given to us by the 
UN . 

Stefan: Which is what? 

Michael: its millet and beans 

Stefan: Millet and beans ok, do you have a few 
brothers and sisters at this school with you? 

Michael: Yeah I have brothers and sisters at the 
school  

Stefan: All of them? 

Michael: Yeah 

Stefan: ok, what does your mother think about you 
all coming to this school? Does she look favourably 
on that? 

Michael: She look favourably because if I come to 
school I learn more and if I learn more I solve our 
problems, those kind of things 

Stefan: Do you know who provides the meals here at 
the school for you every day? 

Michael: Yeah 

Stefan: who? 

Michael:  The “Feed the hungry” 

Stefan: Tell us your opinion on the importance of 
getting a good education, why is an education 
important?  

Michael: a good education is important if you 
educate and you become a big person, you love 
some jobs, you not lack some things now. You not 
become poverty. 

Stefan: and your ambition is to become what, what 
do you want to be when you are an adult? 

Michael: if I grow up I will become a president 

Stefan: of a country?  



All laugh 

Michael: yeah  

Stefan: Any particular country? 

Michael: yeah  

Stefan: Which one? 

Michael: South Sudan 

Stefan: Let me ask you about faith do you know 
Jesus Christ? 

Stefan: How and when did that happen? 

Michael: I usually go to church, since when I was in 
Sudan 

Stefan: Since when you were in Sudan, do they 
teach you religion here at the school? 

Michael: They teach us in the school yeah 

Stefan: Ok Michael from your heart look into the 
camera and say thank you for giving me a full life!! 

  



Teacher Konsi (new) 

 

 

Stefan: Can you spell your last name? 

Ps Konsi: K..O.N..S..I 

Stefan: Where did you come from? 

Ps Konsi: Kenya 

Stefan: how long have you been here in the area? 

Ps Konsi: 3 years 

Stefan: What made you move from Kenya? 

Ps Konsi: The war 

Stefan: The Election violence? 

Ps Konsi: Yes  

Stefan: ok, so you have been here 3 years and you 
are pastoring a church now 

Ps Konsi: yes I’m pastoring my own church 

Stefan: Tell us a little bit about your church and the 
members of the congregation 

Ps Konsi we are mixed we welcome all the tribes, 
you see here in this camp also, so many people from 
different places, different language sometimes when 
we preach we have translators to translate for them. 

Stefan: So you have people from where in the 
congregation? 

Ps Konsi: We have some from Sudan from Congo 
then some from Rwanda from Kenya also, and they 
are there like that 

Stefan: Quick question pastor about the members in 
the congregation from Sudan are they both Dinka 
and Nowhare   

Ps Konsi: Yeah so far they sit all together but mostly 
they Dinka – (something about refusing to sit on 
sides) 

Stefan: I know that one of the imperigas from 
Ugandan authorities in government is to try to 
integrate and make it one community and let 
everyone live in peace here it seems like everything 
is going well even though there may be conflict in 
Sudan and here both tribes are getting  to live in 
peace 

Ps Konsi: They were rough anyway because in their 
county I don’t know how it was but when they came 
out they were very rough and the teachers had some 
problems, they were beating stones and was abusing 
them but when they come to slowly by slowly 
through prayer they have come and its peaceful now  

Stefan: so it’s peaceful now? 

Ps Konsi: Yeah it is now because they understand 
because at first they did not know the language and 
also they were in a remote area but when they came 
this way they are also ??? But now when they come 
they… the ?? in this camp is different… We do 
preach for them and we pray for them so they 
come…??? 

Stefan: What is the spiritual condition like of the 
camp are there many people who are Christians, are 
there many people open to hearing the gospel and 
coming to know Jesus? 

Ps Koni: Yes spiritual condition they are good, they 
do receive Jesus, first of all some will some won’t 
but now they are receiving Jesus as their personal 
saviour, yes. 

Stefan: Obviously many have come from traumatic 
backgrounds they have lost a lot, had to leave their 
homes and families - how do you as  a pastor 
minister to people who have a broken heart and a 
broken spirit? 

Ps Konsi : we always visit them after church services 
we visit them also there is programmes, we preach 



them the word of God – then we will accept Jesus as 
their personal saviour…??? 

Stefan: As a pastor here in camp, how can other 
Christians that live in other countries like United 
States, Australia or where ever they may be, how 
can Christians around the world pray for you and for 
the people who are suffering so much in Africa, how 
can people pray for you like me and my church, how 
can people pray for you and the people who have 
suffered so much because of the conflict? 

Ps Konsi: Ok, pray in the spirit not in the flesh - yes 

Stefan: let me ask you this way what are some of the 
needs that you see here we can pray for? 

Ps Konsi: Needs here –what we need is ?? The 
paper? Isn’t even here..??? And also also for the 

church also, for building the churches, for us through 
the believers we are just going to build small by 
small and then build the church 

Stefan: Do you find it difficult to preach here? Is 
there opposition to the Christian faith here in the 
camp? 

Ps Kosni: There is no word of faith – there’s no 
difficulty we are free 

Stefan: What is your hope and dreams for the work 
that is happening here? What is your hope for the 
people that live here in Kiryandongo? 

Ps Konsi: my hope is that people will receive Jesus as 
their personal saviour so that they get eternal life, to 
be spiritual and to have faith to be in peace.  

  



John Barach – Teacher 

 

Stefan: Can you spell your last name for me? 

John: B-A-R-A-C-H 

Stefan: John, you came from Jonglei State in South 
Sudan, why did you leave? 

Stefan: I leave into this county cause Jonglei State is 
divided into many counties, so I come 
from…UNCLEAR County. 

Stefan: Mmhmm, what was going on back home 
that caused you to pick up with your family and 
others and come to Uganda? 

John: Uhh, it was the crisis. This war that erupted by 
the end of 2013. It was in December 16, so when the 
war erupted, that led to the displacement of many 
people including myself.  

Stefan: So you were displaced before coming to 
Uganda.  

John: Yes 

Stefan: How long were you displaced in South 
Sudan? How many months? 

John:  It took a long time, it took a long time. 
Because moving from Jonglei into Uganda, it is a 
long journey; it took one week to be here.  

Stefan: On foot or vehicle? 

John: There were some places I travelled on foot, 
and luckily enough there were some places I 
travelled using a vehicle.  

Stefan: Do you keep in touch with anyone back in 
Jonglei State? Any family or friends?  Are you able to 
communicate with people back there? 

 John: Communication is there but it’s not frequent. 
Cause of the situation, because of the political 
instability. Things to do with the network and some 
other that are not stable like this of Uganda.  

Stefan: So now you’re a teacher in Primary 4 at 
Chandrom School, were you a teacher back home? 

John: Yes, I was a teacher back home. 

Stefan: So tell us a little about the school and what 
it’s like teaching the students. 

John: In park it is in Sandrom (UNSURE), I was 
enrolled in 2014. So when I was enrolled here during 
the influx of refugees. So Chandrom is one of the 
biggest schools here in the county, the nerolment is 
more than 3000 as we talk. And um, Chandrom can 
even be divided in to many in to a school compared 
to Chandrom… And ah being a teacher in CHandrom 
is OK, because thoughts are shared with the young, 
imparting knowledge is on of, because I am a 
teacher by profession, so I love my job.  

Stefan: What are children like, I would imagine 
having gone through the trauma of having to leave 
their homes, and come to Uganda from South 
Sudan, what is the atmosphere like in the 
classroom?  

John: High impact, most of the children are 
traumatised children. Because they came from a 
country which is broken apart by war. So most of 
them are traumatised children, and dealing with 
them in the classroom, it requires a lot of work – 
particular physiological kind of counselling. But the 
lesson to be understood at least you should 
understand them very well. So dealing with the 
refugee children, who come from a country broken 
apart by war is a task… UNCLEAR 

Stefan: I’m sure it’s a challenge 

John: When I came here for the first time 2014/2015 
– there were a lot of cases, fighting, quarrelling, 
from here and there. But at the moment, due to the 
input of the head-teacher and all the teachers 
concern, then the situation, the life is somehow ok. 
So dealing with them, this year compared to the 
previous years is somehow different cause they have 
just come to their senses.  



Stefan: I’m sure they feel a sense of stability, 
security and peace. 

John: Exactly, and still there are some, there are so 
many challenges that as we talk, cause most of the 
children, they lack parental love. Most of them are 
separated children; they have no one to take care of 
them. So provision of their basic needs at home is 
completely far, and that is one of the problems the 
children are facing. So to bridge the gap between 
home and school, it takes, it is very hard as we talk. 
For a child to learn, there must be parental care, that 
should be topped up by the teachers. 

Stefan: Yes, that’s very, that’s true. 

John: So the children are vulnerable children. Which 
means there are some, so many needs at once that 
are lacking. 

Stefan: Now this school has the meals every day the 
fortified rice and soy meals every day, as part of 
what the children receive when they come to this 
school. How important is that lunch? What would 
happen if there were no lunch meal at the school?  

John: In fact if there was no meal at the school life 
could be difficult, because these children, most of 
the families around are child-headed families. You 
find that a child who usually comes to this school is 
the head of the family. Imagine if there is no lunch at 
this school, it would be very hard for them cause as 
soon as they go back empty stomach and they may 
even spend the night without food at home. So it is 
very important to have food at this school. Like what 
are you doing here, we appreciate your input. Only 
that we encourage that you do the same for 
Chandrom. I would like to advise that, double, 
whatever you provide to Chandrom, just need to 

double that one, because the number is increasing 
day and night, for Chandrom particularly. 

Stefan: Yeah we heard that there’s 3742 and that 
number keeps growing and growing.  

John: Exactly 

Stefan: What about the spiritual component, the 
faith component, you’re a believer in Jesus Christ. 

John: Exactly 

Stefan: How important is allowing God to touch the 
heart and soul of these children and the residents of 
the camp?  

John: In fact um, here in the school there is spiritual 
guidance and counselling. That is usually carried out. 
Though there are challenges, because visiting them, 
following them, doing the puller up there is a lot of 
challenges, because transport is one of the 
problems. To visit the children in their various 
homes requires a means of transport, which is not 
usually available. And the time that they spend at 
school is not enough. Time for the teachers to teach 
and time for other seminars to be carried out, there 
is no time. We as spiritual leaders feel that if 
possible, we should do the puller up, so whatever 
kind of counselling, whether spiritual counselling or 
whatever kind of counselling being done at the 
school, there should be puller up (UNSURE??) but 
due to some challenges, means of transport I have 
talked about, it is not usually possible, you can visit 
one or two but you cannot visit all of them. 

 

  



Teacher – Ngor (New) 

 

Stefan: Your first name  

Ps Ngor: David Ngor 

Stefan: Pastor if you could share a little bit about 
why you left Jonglei State and made your way  down 
to Uganda 

Ps Ngor: I left there for the crisis of war 2014 

Stefan: the church you pastored back home in 
Jonglei, how many of the people came down with 
you? 

Ps Ngor: more people is come here -  they have 
money – property come here. The people are very 
many who remain there ??? 

Stefan: What is the spiritual condition of the people 
you have met while you been here in kirandongo? 
What is the spiritual climate like? 

Ps Ngor: They are in prayers we have 8 churches 
here, from 7 in the building there. The big one is 
here in muga muga, there are many people there on 
Sunday 1,000 1,400, 800 and 700 in church 

Stefan: In a church wow that’s pretty big, coming 
from the United States or coming from Australia, 
how can Christians pray your people here in 
Kirandongo and for our brothers and sisters in 
Christ, how should we pray? 

Ps Ngor: pray for peace and for God is the only one 
can remove that fighting - pray for peace and for 
peace in the camp. 

Stefan: Do you foresee or hope to return back to 
your home state someday? 

Ps Ngor: No that why it’s God who has that plan. 
According to me, to sit here with my children to 

make school.  If I get a way to get to Australia I go 
there, because the children they are suffering here. 

Stefan: How are the children suffering here? 

Ps Ngor: a few they don’t have their mothers or 
their fathers, husbands and wives, they died they 
orphans, also lack of food, there is no food, no good 
food 

Stefan: as the pastor how do you minister then to 
these children? 

Ps Ngor: I turn to the word of God, be strong and 
worshipping God, He is the one who loves you He be 
with you He lead you to bring you here and He stay 
here with you . 

Stefan: I would like to know about the bibles, do 
people in church have bibles here in the camp or is 
there a shortage of the scripture. 

Ps Ngor:  there is no bible - very few, majority- 

PAUSE 

As you see me here, as you see me here, this chair I 
bought it now in this school year - this is the home of 
the pastor I am the pastor there is no chair, don’t, 
this my house can not be roofing, there is no money, 
no money to buy materials, to buy timbers. 

Stefan: this is the house, you are building this 
house? 

Ps Ngor: yeah yeah 

Stefan: Where are you currently staying? 

Ps Ngor: live here  

Stefan: you have been here for almost 2 years now 
are people coming to know Jesus Christ are people 
converting after hearing the gospel? 

Ps Ngor: Yes they are coming on Sunday then a few 
days they are worship to God, they are believers 
people. If you come on Sunday… CUT OFF 

 

  



Stefan interviewing a Teacher 

 

Teacher: There are 3,746, last year there was 2,866 -  

Stefan: at the end of last year you had 2866 and now 
have 3746 

Stefan: wow almost a thousand students since 
January 

Teacher : and we are still receiving new students 
daily, Yesterday we had 22 new students from the 
reception centre 

Stefan: As this increase has happened, does the 
government build more school classrooms or add 
more students to classrooms? 

Teacher: Actually it is a challenge now in classrooms 
I have 36 streams, in those streams have ratio 90 -
100 pupils, but the government standard is 
supposed to be 1 teacher to 53 students, we find we 
are lacking some classrooms are still few for our 
number. So we normally push our request to the 
government – and our UNCLEAR.. to come in… ?? 

Stefan: so right now to one teacher there are 80-90 
students in each class? 

Teacher: Yes 

Stefan:Pastor Solomon was telling us Chandrom did 
very well with the standardised exams P.I.C’s 

Teacher: yes, actually to give you a general  
overview of what is going on as I told you our 
numbers have grown to  3,746 and this is partly 
been due to feeding program. 

Feeding program has also contributed to 
performance, because last year our performance 
from last year to this year has increased some 8% 
Cause last year we were at 72% and this year we are 
at least 80% - in improvement. So improvement 

brought partly by feeding, also our children now 
feeding at school, they have lunch and for them they 
have concentration compared to previous years 
when I was here performance was little but poor. 
Because children were not feeding. So there were 
not feeding during lunchtime find that children were 
escaped away from school, so they don’t 
concentrate Some miss school, so performance were 
very very bad... But the last 2 years performance was 
increased, we used to not even get 1st grade but now 
we are getting at least 5 came first grade majority 
second grade, so very big improvement. 

Stefan: so 5 of the children finished in the top first, 
then the majority came second which is still very 
respectable 

Teacher: Because the others have??? Generally food 
for the feeding program we are so much 
appreciative for your assistance in feeding our 
children mind and spirit and body. I do a lot of 
counselling and guiding our children also spiritual 
leader here the pastors??? (I think he continues to 
talk about the achievements the children are 
making) in the past it was not like this it has 
improved. 

Stefan: What time does school start? 

Teacher: Lessons begin at 8:30 but lessons begin till 
5 and again because of food we are seeing a growth, 
sometimes children stay after 5, I find them in their 
classrooms reading bibles. 

Stefan: if they were hungry they wouldn’t stay 

Teacher: So as I told you punctuality has also 
improved – in the past it was not like this, at least a 
greater percentage in improvement actually. 

Also we have the health of the children has also 
greatly improved, because when they come from the 
processing /reception centre they come when 
they’re not so much healthy but ah I have seen an 
improvement in health and there’s an improvement 
in opportunity - grateful to the pastor and Leo - we 
have cooks, even teachers when there is increase in 
enrolment then more teachers have to come.  Food 
is there, children come and employment 
opportunities - we have construction of the kitchens 
- in the past when it rained it was hard – it was really 
very terrible – when they bring the plate they are 
supposed to go back, they’re not supposed to keep 
it. But when we have a common goal when the 
school has the plates ???   



Oumyduillaine 

*Lamar gets her 
to spell and say 
her name one 
more time* 

Lamar: How did 
you end up here 
in King 
Solomon’s 
Academy? Tell 
me about your 
story. You came 
from Rwanda? 
Which camp? 
Were you in a 
camp? Or did 
you come 
straight to 
Kampala? 

Oumyduillaine: No. We just came straight to 
Kampala 

Lamar: Tell me how you came from The Congo to 
Kampala. Why did you leave The Congo? 

Oumyduillaine: We left The Congo because they 
were going to take my father. My father had an 
injury in the back on the vertebrae?.… Then he told 
us that we should come here, then we came here 
and Pastor told us that we would be getting a free… 
UNCLEAR… and a box of rice. 

Lamar: Wait a minute, your father had a back injury?  

Oumyduillaine: Yes 

Lamar: In The Congo? 

Oumyduillaine: Yes 

Lamar: And did you leave because of war? 

Oumyduillaine: Yes 

Lamar: And so did you leave during the war or 
before it started? 

Oumyduillaine: We leave when the war started 

Lamar: So how was the journey from The Congo up 
here? How long did it take  for you to get here?  

Oumyduillaine: Like one month 

Lamar: Did you take a vehicle or did you walk? 

Oumyduillaine: Walked with others 

Lamar: So how long did it take you to walk from The 
Congo to the border of Uganda? 

Oumyduillaine: We took like one month 

Lamar: And did you walk on the main road? Or in the 
bush? 

Oumyduillaine: I walked in the bush because it was 
not accepting to walk on the road 

Lamar: Why was it not accepting to walk on the 
road? 

Oumyduillaine: Because there are people who were 
fighting 

Lamar: Was there any danger for you getting hurt? 
Did you see rebels or anybody on the way?  

Oumyduillaine: No, some people died on the way 
because of famine… 

Lamar: Because of what? 

Oumyduillaine: They died on the way when we 
coming here because of famine. 

Lamar: Because of famine, they died because of 
famine. Was it your relatives or was it just people 
part of the group? 

Oumyduillaine: They in the group 

Lamar: Was it anybody you knew? 

Oumyduillaine: No I didn’t know anybody 

Lamar: So people were, because they didn’t have 
food, they were dying… 

Oumyduillaine: Yes. 

Lamar: Wow. Um, so when you arrived into Uganda, 
how did you get from the border to Kampala? 

Oumyduillaine: UNCLEAR 

Lamar: You walked from the border all the way to 
Kampala? 

Oumyduillaine: Yes 



Lamar: So you walked from Gomer to Kampala? 

Oumyduillaine: Gomer, we passed through Rwanda 
and then we came here to the border of Uganda and 
up to Kampala 

Lamar: You walked all the way to Kampala? 

Oumyduillaine: Yes 

Lamar: WOW… Ok when you arrived in Kampla what 
did you guys do? 

Oumyduillaine: When we arrived in Kampala I had 
one of my Aunts, the one who got for us the house, 
and we live there now. No he told us that you should 
look for a church, then for us we said let us get there 
near church. 

Lamar: Oh my goodness, Ok and how did you find 
Pastor Solomon? Cause you started going to church 
here? 

Oumyduillaine: I don’t know, because my father is 
the one who saw Pastor Solomon. 

Lamar: You go to church at King Solomon’s 
Academy? You go to this church? 

Oumyduillaine: Yes 

Lamar: Tell me a little bit about the church – do you 
like the church? 

Oumyduillaine: Yes 

Lamar: What do you like about church? 

Oumyduillaine: I like to sing and dance and other 
things.  

Lamar: What’s your favourite song? Do you have a 
favourite song? 

Oumyduillaine: I have many 

Lamar: You have many?! Name one 

Oumyduillaine: We believe 

Lamar: I believe? Or is it we believe? 

Oumyduillaine: We believe. 

Lamar: Why do you believe? Why do you like that 
song? 

Oumyduillaine: I like that song because they say that 
we believe that Jesus was the Son of God. 

Lamar: Did you know Jesus before? In the Congo, 
were you Christians in the Congo? 

Oumyduillaine: Yes… UNCLEAR… 

Lamar: When you were you in the Congo did you go 
to regular school? 

Oumyduillaine: Yes we had school 

Lamar: How’s that school different to this school, 
where you’re at now? 

Oumyduillaine: All they are the same 

Lamar: same. Did that school provide food for you 
when you were in The Congo? 

Oumyduillaine: No they didn’t provide for us food 
because we used to move at school at too…  

Lamar: So you were at home every day? How is the 
food here at Solomon’s Academy? 

Oumyduillaine: So nice. 

Lamar: It’s nice. What would happen if you didn’t 
have lunch here at the academy? What would 
happen, what would you do? 

Oumyduillaine: Nothing 

Lamar: Would you be able to study to learn? 

Oumyduillaine: My studies. 

Lamar: You know what I’m asking? So if you weren’t 
able to eat lunch, what would you do for food?  

Oumyduillaine: Food. We could performed very 
badly 

Lamar: Ok. Do you have a bible at home? 

Oumyduillaine: Yes 

Lamar: What’s your favourite book in the bible? 

Oumyduillaine: Provers Verse 16, chapter 3 

Lamar: Oh! Tell me what that is. 

Oumyduillaine: It says that turn to the Lord in 
everything that we do, and you will be successful  



Lamar: Why do you like that scripture? 

Oumyduillaine: Because we should turn to the Lord 
in everything we do so that we should be successful 

Lamar: Ok Tell me a little bit about do you have 
time… Do you have friends here at school? 

Oumyduillaine: Yes 

Lamar: What do you do with your friend’s here at 
school? 

Oumyduillaine: We discuss, we play 

Lamar: What do you play? 

Oumyduillaine: On the swings sometimes if we get 
time 

Lamar: What does your parents think of you coming 
here? 

Oumyduillaine: What? 

Lamar: What do you parents think of you being at 
this school? 

Oumyduillaine: UNCLEAR 

Lamar: Do they like the fact that you’re here? 

Oumyduillaine: Yes 

Lamar: What do you wanna do when you’re done 
with school? 

Oumyduillaine: I want to be a doctor 

Lamar: Why? 

Oumyduillaine: I want to be a doctor so that I could 
help patients and give them what they should be 
given 

Lamar: What would you say to people who help 
Pastor Solomon and help provide food for the 
school? If someone is seeing your story and they’re 
hearing about you… 

Oumyduillaine: They should thank him 

Lamar: What’s some of your prayer requests? 

Oumyduillaine: Excuse me? 

Lamar: What’s some of the things you’re praying 
for? 

Oumyduillaine: I don’t understand. 

 

  



Mary Brossy 

 

Lamar: What’s your first name? 

Mary: My name is Mary Brossy 

Lamar: your name is Mary? 

Mary: yes 

Lamar: How do you spell your last name? 

Mary: Last name Brossy 

Lamar: ok and where are you from? 

Mary: I’m from Jonglei 

Lamar: In Uganda? 

Mary: yes 

Lamar: Where is that located? 

Mary:  Located in wien? 

Lamar: Is that in Kampala, or is it somewhere else? 

Mary: Kampala 

Lamar: Which side of Kampala? 

Mary: eh? 

Lamar: ok so how long have you been at King 
Solomon’s Academy? 

Mary: 2 years 

Lamar: 2 years, why did you come to King Solomon’s 
Academy camp? 

Mary: Why did we come to King Solomon, because 
it’s a good school, it has good faith teachers and it 
feeds well. 

Lamar: Do you have a mum and dad? 

Mary: Yeah 

Lamar: And they live where?       

Mary: They live in Jonglei 

Lamar: But you live here 

Mary: yeah 

Lamar: So why do you live here and not with your 
mum and Dad? 

Mary: Me because I don’t live with my mum and dad 
cause I boarding they told me I come here and 
boarding. 

Lamar: Why are you boarding here? Why did your 
parents send you here? 

Mary: They send me to learn 

Lamar: they sent you to learn so how often do you 
see your parents? 

Mary: In holidays 

Lamar: In Holidays, is that hard? 

Mary: Uh? 

Lamar: Is it hard for you to only see the m during 
holidays? 

Mary: yes 

Lamar: You don’t see the m during the week or……. 

Mary: No 

Lamar And how old are you? 

Mary: Im 11 years 

Lamar:  11 years, what do you think of the school?     

Mary: I beg your pardon? 



Lamar: what do you think of the school? King 
Solomon’s Academy? 

Mary: I think it teaches well and it has good qualified 
teachers  

Lamar: What is your favourite subject? 

Mary: My favourite subject is English. 

Lamar: It’s English why it is English? 

Mary: because it is an easy subject for me 

Lamar: ok, and what do you wanna do when you 
eventually when you get out of school? What are 
your dreams? 

Mary: I want to be a lawyer. 

Lamar: You want to be a lawyer, why do you want to 
be a lawyer for? 

Mary: to help some people in their cases. 

Lamar: Here at school you get food everyday right? 

Mary: yes 

Lamar: How important is it to be given a meal every 
day to you? 

Mary: It’s very delicious, it makes you to work and it 
makes you to think in class. 

Lamar: what would happen if you didn’t have that 
daily lunch? What if Solomon’s Academy didn’t serve 
lunch would you be at the school? 

Mary: No 

Lamar Why is that? Why wouldn’t you be at the 
school? 

Mary: Would be hungry 

Lamar: Do you have a relationship with Jesus Christ? 

Mary: Yeah 

Lamar: So tell me a little bit about that, when did 
you accept Jesus as your Saviour? 

Mary: I accept Jesus when I was 8 years old 

Lamar: 8 years old and how did that happen? 

Mary: It happened on Sunday 

Lamar: At Church? 

Mary: Yeah 

Lamar: Here at King Solomon’s Academy do you 
guys have an opportunity to learn about the bible? 

Mary: Yeah 

Lamar: How, what do you do? How’s that? Do they 
teach it in class? 

Mary: Yeah 

Lamar: Can you tell me about that? 

Mary: They teach about some scripture and some 
verses. 

Lamar: ok what’s your favourite scripture? 

Mary: My favourite scripture 

Lamar: Or favourite book 

Mary: My favourite book is Genesis 

Lamar: Why Genesis? 

Mary: Because that it is the beginning of the world 

Lamar: Do you have time to pray and read your bible  

Mary: yes 

Lamar: Do you guys have prayer before school or 
during school? 

Mary: yes 

Lamar: And do you pray? Tell me about how you 
guys do that do you pray separately or do you pray 
as a group? 

Mary: We pray as a whole in the dormitory  

Lamar: What are some of your prayers right now 
what are you praying about? 

Mary: I Pray for God to give me knowledge and to 
provide for my parents, money to complete my 
school fees and to keep my fathers and my mother’s 
lives. 

Lamar: Ok, and do you have a bible? 

Mary: No 



Lamar: You don’t have a bible? 

Mary: No but I Want a new bible. 

Lamar: Well we will have to get you a bible 

Lamar: Is there anything you want to thank Feed the 
hungry for? 

Mary: Thank you feed the hungry for giving me a full 
life 

Lamar: Thank you K-Love for providing food for me 

Mary: Thank you K-love for providing food for me  

Lamar: How is living here, how it is different than 
living at your home? What are some of the things 
that are different? 

Mary: Here are different because you sleep at school 
you don’t sleep at home. 

Lamar: Do you have a lot of friends here? 

Mary: Yep 

Lamar: Who are some of your friends? (Name a few 
friends and pointed to where they sleep) 

Lamar: ok and what do you guys do after school, 
what kind of things you do together? 

Mary: after classes we wash our uniforms and we 
wash our plates and we go for preps.  

 

  



Loucky Rooney (New) 

 

Stefan: What’s your name? 

Loucky: Lucky Rooney 

Stefan: Is that in Kampala too? 

Loucky: Yes 

Stefan: It’s in Kampala the other school? 

Loucky: No 

Stefan: So where are you from? 

Loucky: Chanjojo 

Stefan: Chanjojo? Is that far? 

Loucky: It’s not too far 

Stefan: And ah you had family in Chanjojo? 

Loucky: Yes 

Stefan: Who? 

Loucky: Sim and James 

Stefan: You have brothers and sisters? 

Loucky: Yes 

Stefan: How many? 

Loucky: I have 2 brothers and one sister 

Stefan: What’s your first name? 

Loucky: Loucky 

Stefan: And your last name? 

Loucky: Rooney 

Stefan: Good. Can you spell your first name? 

Loucky: My first name? 

Stefan: Yes 

Loucky: L-O-U-C-K-Y 

Stefan: Ok and spell your last name 

Loucky: R-O-O-N-E-Y 

Stefan: Ok I got it now, Loucky Rooney  

Loucky: Yes 

Stefan: Very good, and how old are you, and what 
class are you in? 

Loucky: P7+ I am twelve years old  

Stefan: Very good, now you said you’ve been coming 
to school here…(Distraction) 

Stefan: Ok Loucky we’re back… Mr. Rooney, you’ve 
been at King Solomon’s for a year, what is your 
favourite subject? 

Loucky: English 

Stefan: Why? Why English? 

Loucky: English is my simplest subject because it is 
not hard like other subjects 

Stefan: (giggles) Very good, and ahh, what is it that 
you would like to do when you get older and you 
have a job or a career, what is it that you would like 
to do? 

Loucky: I want to be an engineer 

Stefan: What kind of engineer? Why an engineer? 

Loucky: Yes 

Stefan: Why do you want to be an engineer? 

Loucky: Because some engineers get much money 

Stefan: Ok (giggles) No, you take lunch every day at 
school here, yes? 

Loucky: Yes 

Stefan: What would happen if there was no food at 
the school?  

Loucky: What? 



Stefan: What would happen if there was no food at 
the school – how would your day be? It would be 
difficult? 

Loucky: Yes 

Stefan: Why’s that, if there’s no food? 

Loucky: I cannot study well because I have not got 
lunch – when they teach me things I don’t get them. 

Stefan: So you can’t concentrate if there’s no lunch – 
Do you like the lunch every day? 

Loucky: Yes 

Stefan: Does it taste good? 

Loucky: Yes 

Stefan: What is your favourite part of your school 
day? Is it classes? Is it recess? 

Loucky: Classes 

Stefan: Yeah, and what do you do when you finish 
class? 

Loucky: I go in the dormitory and bathe, if it is to 
wash, I wash, after washing, I come back and we 
study preps, after study preps I go back to the 
dormitory and bathe, after bathing I go in my bed 
and I start revising. 

Stefan: Ok and what do you do when you wake up 
first thing in the morning? 

Loucky: I wake up very early and I get my toothbrush 
and toothpaste, I go and I first brush, after I fetch 
water – take water into the bathroom and I bathe, 
after bathing I wear clothes and I be right at school 

Stefan: What else do you do before you come to 
school anything else? 

Loucky: No 

Stefan: No? Do you have a bible? 

Loucky: No 

Stefan: So you don’t read the bible. Do they teach 
the bible in class? In the class in school? 

Loucky: Yes 

Stefan: What are they teaching about right now in 
class from the bible? 

Loucky: From the bible they teach us scriptures, they 
teach us to love God. 

Stefan: Specifically right now, is there a specific 
lesson that you’re learning or a story that you’re 
learning right now? 

Loucky: Yes 

Stefan: In your religion class, is there a particular 
story that they’re learning about right now, this 
week? 

Loucky: The last time we studied out of ..UNCLEAR.. 
on Wednesday. And they talked about John the 
Baptist – he was God’s messenger – he baptised 
people and he baptised Jesus. 

Stefan: Very good. Anything else? 

Lamar: Any prayer requests? 

Stefan: Yeah that’s a good one. We’re gonna be 
talking to a lot of people and so we want people to 
pray for children like you and the children here at 
school and in Kampala,  how can we pray for you 
and for the other boys and girls here? 

Loucky: You can pray so that God can help us in 
whatever we are doing. We pray God to do for us 
good things, we pass exams, we pray God we get 
food, that’s all.  

 

 

  



Julius Gatluak 

 

Stefan: Tell me how old you are and what class 
you’re in here at the school 

Julius: I’m in primary 5 and I’m 13 years old 

Stefan: Very good. Do you like coming to school 
here? 

Julius: Yes 

Stefan: Why? 

Julius: It helps me to do well in future 

Stefan: What do you see in your future? 

Julius: I want to become an astronaut 

Stefan: Good, my daughter wants to become an 
astronaut too; maybe you will go to space together 
(laughs) 

Julius: Yeah 

Stefan: Where were you before you came here to 
King Solomon’s Academy, where did you live? 

Julius: I was in Kiryandongo, I was at the camp at 
Kiryandongo 

Stefan: Ok, and what was it like in the camp? What 
were your days like? What was life Iike in the camp? 

Julius: It’s bad and at the same time nice. 

Stefan: What was the hard part about it? 

Julius: There is a lot of dust, and there’s diggers, 
they destroys people toys, many others actually, 
there is too much. 

Stefan: Were you in school in Kiryandongo? 

Julius: Yes I was in Arnold primary school 

Stefan: How is this school different from Arnold? 

Julius: The teachings, this school teaches quite well, 
the other one they bring things in examinations, 
when they haven’t taught us it 

Stefan: So they didn’t tell you what to study or what 
the answers were, before you got test? 

Julius: Yeah 

Stefan: We have that same problem in America too. 
Now what did you do every day up in the camp? Did 
you have chores that you had to do before you went 
to school and after you came back from school? Did 
you have to fetch water or clean or mow the 
ground? Tell me what did you used to do during the 
days. 

Julius: Yes, I fetch water. Water is far away from 
home. I can also be sent to the market which is very 
far from home. 

Stefan: How long does it take you to go fetch water? 
How far was it? How much time did it take? 

Julius: Umm, maybe like 5 minutes… the journey 
back and going.  

Stefan: Umm, now were you eating the rice meals 
up at Kiryandongo? Did they have lunch at school 
every day?  

Julius: They do but sometimes it gets over and the 
children stop eating it. Because they don’t have way 
to get it because it gets over, but Feed The Hungry is 
not aware of that. 

Stefan: Yeah, so the food was getting finished before 
all the children were served? 

Julius: Yeah 

Stefan: What about here at King Solomon’s, do you 
have lunch here every day?  

Julius: Yeah every day, and we even have supper, 
everything is fine. 

Stefan: Ok, tell me, ahh… for people who are going 
to watch this, don’t know too much about what’s 
happening in South Sudan, and the refugees that are 
coming across the border like yourself. How can 
people help other children like you? 

Julius: Ok, they expose them; children like me, have 
then turn to me? UNCLEAR… Tell of them and they’ll 
also be sponsored. Like my sister, she’s young, she’s 



at home, she has nobody. She studying at the 
government school at … UNCLEAR 

Stefan: How old is your sister? 

Julius: She’s this year 10 

Lamar: She’s at the camp? 

Stefan: Yeah, she’s at St. Arnold’s primary. Do you 
get to go back to the camp? Do you get to go see 
your family on holidays, on breaks? 

Julius: Yeah 

Stefan: When you go back to the camp, what are 
you thinking about? 

Julius: Just having fun with my sisters and brothers, 
then after, come back and study. Like now, I feel like 
going, I feel like towns, get over (UNCLEAR..) get 
with my sisters and brothers. This for them is a big 
problem.  

Stefan: Are you happy that you’re here? 

Julius:  Yeah 

Stefan: Why are you happy that you’re here? 

Julius: Because I’m studying. I’m study here and I’m 
fed… Nothing I don’t get… 

Stefan: tell me a little bit about… um, do you have a 
bible? 

Julius: My bible I left it to the camp – my sister 
begged it, she told me to leave me this, they give me 
here. Then I took it at the camp, my sister begged 
me, I gave it to her. 

Stefan: You gave your bible to your sister huh? 
Good. Umm, we’ll get you another one today, would 
you like another bible?  

Julius: Yes 

Stefan: Yeah, uh what’s your favourite book of the 
bible? Do you have a favourite story or favourite 
person? 

Julius: I do 

Stefan: Who is it? 

Julius: It’s actually Moses in the book of Exodus 

Stefan: Why Moses? 

Julius: Ok, it feels, I feel nice… Ok… it is interesting, I 
love the way he…sounds…  Ok like if someone is 
reading it, either me or another person reading it, 
it’s nice to me, and yeah 

Stefan: What is it about Moses that attracts you the 
most? 

Julius: Ok he led the Israelites from getting out of 
Egypt – and then he stopped at the water. Then 
Joshua led them, and led them up to the Promise 
Land, that’s all I know from it. 

Stefan: Why does that story speak to you? Do you 
see yourself in that story in anyway? 

Julius: Ok, it’s the way Moses; it was the faith of 
Moses actually, because it’s too hard to speak to a 
king. He can actually arrest you and put you in the 
what? Put you among the… UNCLEAR… 

Stefan: How can we pray for you Julius? And for the 
other children that ah, have needs that have come 
out of South Sudan? 

Julius: they should not be… UNCLEAR… nothing 
should attack them, cause remember we are in war 
in South Sudan. The ones who are in South Sudan, 
nothing should catch on them. And then the other 
ones who are in the camp, they should get blessed 
with shelter, like how I am now.  

Stefan: How important is it that you have a lunch 
meal every day? Now I want you to remember when 
you were back in St. Arnold, and sometimes the food 
ran out, some children didn’t eat. How important is 
it that we continue to feed children every day in 
school? What would happen if there was no food at 
school? 

Julius: It would be a bad disadvantage.   

Stefan: Why’s that? 

Julius: Because, children can’t feel hungry every 
time. For me, for example I am in the boarding 
section, but if we don’t have food, we can die in the 
boarding section.  

Lamar: Any thoughts or questions on your end? No? 



 

 

  



Peter 

 

Stefan: Alright Mr. Peter, tell us your name. 

Peter: My name is Archibald Wilson Peter, I stay in 
Kampala, my father works in Sirena. 

Stefan: How old are you and what grade are you in? 

Peter: I’m 12 years old and I’m in Primary 6 

Stefan: How long have you been coming to school at 
Solomon’s? How many years have you been coming 
to school here? 

Peter: 2 years 

Stefan: 2 years, ok. Do you like your education; do 
you like the school here? 

Peter: Yes  

Stefan: What do you like the most about it? 

Peter: I like the most, the food which they cook is 
sweet and taste awesome. It’s very nice, it gives you 
energy to do work and to understand class. 

Stefan: Now what would happen if you had to come 
to school and there was no meal every day? What do 
you think that would feel like? 

Peter: I’d feel bad because food is good for children, 
to give us energy and to understand in class. 

Stefan: So you’re in primary 6?  

Peter: Yeah 

Stefan: What’s your favourite subject? 

Peter: My favourite subject is SST 

Stefan: Why? 

Peter: Because I like it because we study about 
histories, animals… UNCLEAR..  

Stefan: And what is it that you think you might want 
to do for work or as a career? When you grow up? 

Peter: I want to be a journalist 

Stefan: Why is that? 

Peter: I want to be a journalist when I go to most 
countries to get information of the stories 

Stefan: Um, What would happen, no I’ve asked that 
question, let me ask it again, um, no.. Kinda drawing 
a blank here. 

Lamar: So where are your parents located? 

Peter: My parents? 

Lamar: Yes, where’s your home? 

Peter: Our home is in Kampala.  

Stefan: Ok, and what does your father do? 

Peter: My father, works in Sirena, he is a manager.  

Stefan: Very good, very good. Do you have religious 
education here at the school? 

Peter: Yeah 

Stefan: What are you learning about right now? 

Peter: We are learning about histories – Where was 
the skull?...UNCLEAR.. of animals formed, in 
Tanzania or Liban Gord? NOT SURE UNCLEAR? 

Stefan: And what is your favourite story, or person 
or book in the bible?  

Peter: in the bible? 

Stefan: Yeah do you have a favourite story or 
favourite person? 

Peter: Yes 

Stefan: Can you tell me about that? 

Peter: Yes, my favourite person in the bible is 
Joshua. Moses led the Israelites to the Promised 
Land, he died on the way, and he gave Joshua to 



lead them. Joshua reached to the Promised Land 
there were too.  

Stefan: And why do you find that so interesting? 

Peter: Because it makes us to learn behaviours, how 
to lead and be a leader in your country. 

Stefan: What are some of those principles? 

Peter: Principles? 

Stefan: Yeah you say you learn principles on how to 
be a leader, what are some of those principles that 
Joshua showed us that we should follow? 

Peter: To follow rules, follow the commandments, 
do not steal, do not murder, do not desire anyone’s 
property. 

Stefan: Good. 

Lamar: Why did your parents choose Solomon’s 
academy? 

Peter: Because it is nice, because it has food, it has 
food which is delicious, because it has good 
education.  

Stefan: Yeah I saw some of the PFC exams and the 
students are doing very well it seems on the state 
exams, how are your grades? 

Peter: Um grades? 

Stefan: Yeah, what kinda grades do you have? 

Peter: 2nd grade 

Stefan: You’re second? 

Peter: Yes 

Stefan: That’s very good!  

 



Mswegie Solomons Acadamey 

  

 

Stefan: Pastor Solomon how important is the feeding programmes that feed the hungry in East Africa carry out? 

Ps Solomon: 1. they are very important because these kids can never stay focused in class when they are 
yawning. We live in a poorer community not an upscale, So many of these kids don’t have much to eat this is why 
we actually started the school, so feeding motivates these kids that come to school. 

2. Helps them to focus but also 3. The ingredients make them perform very well. Our last National test as kids 
leave Primary to higher levels of studies our school was one of the best of the best one of the very best in the 
country. 

We contribute that to good feeding and nutritious feeding 

Stefan: Now feed the hungry has been working with you for many years we’ve seen not just here in Kampala but 
around the country the impact that this kind of ministry has with respect to sharing the gospel and the work of 
the local church so, how has the provision of meals and the compassion ministry of feeding children helped your 
church in sharing the gospel? 

Ps Solomon: Compassion bridges the gap, it breaks the walls – when people are not really sure of who you are or 
what you gonna say . 

I remember one day when we were doing an outreach in this community we had given this food that we do, one 
lady come to me and say Pastor I don’t come to your church but how is it you are still so good and they feel 
sometimes guilty of not being a member of this church because you have done so much for the community so 
people open up to the gospel, as a result in this community our church has grown you have seen that we have 
outgrown the building that we are in we are doing two services which are packed now we are building a 5,000 
seater church so that we can  handle the growth. We attribute that to the acceptance and softening of their 
hearts and the bridging God between our church and our community. So people are becoming more receptive. 

Stefan: Now the work that you are doing in refugee camps, share a little about how critical that work is, if feed 
the hungry did not exist, if feed the hungry staff did not exist, the difference it would make in the lives of the 
children in those schools 

Ps Solomon: Before we moved in the situation was so hard I remember the only tool the teachers had to control 
the children was a stick which is illegal in other countries - the teachers in the school were using it to keep kids 
focused and push them to do things because kids were already desperate and unruly. 

The moment we brought in the food and actually even then the school closed at midday, today school is open till 
5pm because kids are fed and another thing that we observed ever since we moved into the camp I remember 
telling you that the biggest piece of furniture we use to see through the camps was the small coffins, why? 
because children were dying, they could not survive on the little that world food programme gives - which is not 
nutritious anyway, so you don’t see that anywhere you drive through these camps, the death rate has gone down. 



The infection level of immunity has been boosted; the focus on studies has gone high and amazingly in a refugee 
camp these days even in kiryandongo, we found kids in primary 7 school getting first grades which other districts 
you find district of thousands and thousands of kids scoring zero, no first grade but these refugees from Sudan 
from Congo are scoring highly so this food is a miracle it’s amazing. 

Stefan: Tell us a little about how the kingdom of God is getting built up in these camps, churches are now rising 
up and working together and providing a positive influence of the Gospel 

Ps Solomon: Yeah you know like in the Ramangia we have managed cause feed the hungry put all the pastors 
together and as a result we partner we plant together and we are able to preach the gospel, I actually handed out 
solar powered audio bibles to all the pastors in Swahili and in English, where they sit and listen to the word of 
God and they are able to minister, more souls are coming to the Lord, even the camps, we are the first people 
that has ever held a Christian meeting called a crusade in a camp and it doesn’t stop there even the leadership in 
kirandongo you see born again Christians are the ones in charge of running the camps - so others pastors, so you 
see Christianity moving everywhere right from the reception area as people come in the message is going on well 
and churches are being planted. 

Stefan: We have a campaign coming up this summer to inspire and challenge our partners to rise up to new levels 
so we can feed 50,000 more children around the world, if you could just speak a moment the importance of the 
body of Christ supporting the kind of work that Feed the hungry  does. 

Ps Solomon: I would say that this work was actually given to the church - Jesus himself gave us a very good 
example - He fed the hungry, He healed the sick, it was a hands on ministry, we may not do it  miraculously, or we 
may but we can do it in other ways. So the gospel is just not just verbal where we just speak the word but actions 
have to follow. This why Jesus himself challenged us, He said “I was in prison you didn’t visit me I was hungry you 
didn’t feed me, so the church has left this work to the government and yet this work has been given to the church 
and when I talk of the church it’s us as believers it’s not just the building, so it’s our responsibility to get out of our 
comfort zones, like me I wouldn’t have any reason leaving Kampala I should be really comfortable here with 
people serving me and yet you will find me with all these refugees I will never know whose backgrounds out 
there. 

It brings a faction when you see a Christian reaching out to somebody in the name of Jesus, Jesus is shared in 
many other ways but giving and giving sacrificially, it’s a sacrifice to really give up some of our own comfort areas 
for the sake and benefit of others. 

So I pray that Christians consider giving more not that we are not giving but actually doing more because as you 
can see the world’s challengers are going higher everything is changing and if we don’t preach the gospel using all 
the resources that God has given unto us then we will starting encountering  terrorism and other things - yet the 
gospel is the only way that can bring peace into the world so as a believer my challenge is: let’s do it – the way 
Christ did it. 

I want to appreciate all our staff in all countries for the good work that we are doing together, you may see the 
pictures of thousands of kids being fed lining up, but without all the details that are involved in getting this to be 
done, we would’t be able to do what we are doing, so your work is so important, it’s lifesaving, it is making  an 
impact, it is changing lives. And let me say, in the camp of Ramangia  the current president of Rwanda was born, 
raised and educated there, so you never know - in these camps we have people from Burindi, people from Sudan, 
people from Rwanda, people from Congo - as we impact them, not just feeding them but educating them, 
through the work that you are doing, whether it is bringing materials, or typing or making a phone call, you know 
receiving a call or making an appeal somewhere, it all adds up and we are helping these people and we are 
shaping destinies of nations, so the people that are here that we are receiving, we are not just feeding them but 
we are doing more. So our partnership is so important, you are doing a tremendous job, so keep it up, we will 
keep praying for you so you will keep doing what you are doing. 

We appreciate you so much, thank you! 

 



Ps Mswegie CMA 

Ps Solomon: I’m Solomon Mswegie , the pastor here in Uganda working with Feed The Hungry east Africa we are 
in the Kiryandongo settlement right now, with thousands of refugees from Sudan and from Congo from Burundi  
and Rwanda . 

Because of Christian television and Christian radio, that we are able the support to be able to meet the needs of 
these people. 

The need on the ground is so great and most of these people have no voice even me as an individual I can only 
talk to a few people but when the media speaks everybody hears, 

 when the TV shows the picture everybody gets the reality of what is on the ground, and my request is please 
would you consider  a continuation of partnering with us to make the need known for more support to keep  
coming  because more refugee s are still coming in ,and on our own we can’t do much. 

Please consider the continuation of partnering with us to meet the need of these people thank you so much. 
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